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ABSTRACTS 
EDITED BY ALBERT C. LEWIS 
The purpose of this department is to give sufficient infor- 
mation about the subject matter of each publication to enable 
users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to 
cover all books, articles, and other materials in the field. 
Books for abstracting and eventual review should be sent to 
this department, with an extra copy sent directly to the editor 
of the Book Reviews Department if the publisher wishes to speed 
up the process. Materials should be sent to Dr. Albert C. Lewis, 
Humanities Research Center, Box 7219, Austin, TX 78712. 
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, correc- 
tions, additions, and notices of publications that have been l 
overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic informa- 
tion, as well as transliteration and translation for non- 
European languages. We need volunteers willing to cover one 
or more journals for this department. 
The indexing terms (in capitals) refer only to aspects of 
the publication of interest to historians of mathematics, 
including some topics in general history of science and histori- 
ography, but not other topics unless there is a fairly close 
link with mathematics or its history. 
MR 46 #3255 means that the item is numbered 3255 in volume 
46 of Mathematical Reviews. RZ 1973 #3Al4 means that the item 
is numbered 3A14 in the third number of the 1973 volume of the 
Referativny Zhurnal. Z 50 4 means volume 50, page 4 of the 
Zentralblatt. Isis 102, 45 means item 4.5 in the 102nd Isis 
Critical Bibliography. 
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are 
given serial numbers which appear at the end following the 
symbol #. The serial numbers of books are underlined. 
A name in parentheses at the end of an entry indicates the 
abstractor. In this issue there are abstracts by Wanzer Drane, 
S.M. Eisenberg, D.E. Kullman, A.C. Lewis, L.F. Meyers, and 
David E. Zitarelli. 
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WITTGENSTEIN LUDWIG J J 1976 Wittgenstein's lectures on the foundations of mathema- 
tics, Cambridge, 1939, from the notes of R.G. Bosanquet, Norman Malcolm, Rush Rhees, 
and Yorick Smythies. Edited by Cora Diamond. Ithaca, New York (Cornell University 
Press). 300 p. These 31 lectures on the FOUNDATIONS and PHILOSOPHY of mathematics 
treat the relation between mathematics and its application, the application of 
propositions in mathematics, and the sense in which one can say the laws of logic 
are true. (ACL). #880 -* 
ISEKI KIYOSHI & KONDt? MOTOKITI 1977 Modern mathematics--development and problems. 
Tokyo (Nihon Hyoron). 361 p. Historical SURVEY, written in Japanese, of topics in 
TWENTIETH-CENTURY mathematics, including: ALGEBRA, TOPOLOGY, DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY, 
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS, INFORMATION THEORY, FOUNDATIONS. Bibliography and index. (ACL). 
#881 -* 
FORBES E G editor 1978 Human implications of scientific advance: Proceedings of 
the XVth International Congress of the History of Science, Edinburgh lo-15 August 
1977. Edinburgh (Edinburgh University Press). 596 p. Papers relating to histori- 
ography, medicine and industrialization, physics and metaphysics, thermodynamics, 
genetics, and cosmology, among others, are presented. Of general interest is the 
section on SOURCE MATERIALS, especially on history of science archival sources in 
Paris, the USSR, Italy, Poland, Great Britain, and the USA. (ACL). #882 -* 
JONES ROBERT ALUN editor 1978 Research in SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE, SCIENCES AND ART, 
an annual compilation of research. Vol. 1. Greenwich, Connecticut (JAI Press). 
289 p. This collection of essays and discussions will be relevant to those histori- 
ans of mathematics working in a sociological vein. Typifying this approach is the 
conclusion to a "sociometric analysis" of theoretical high-energy physicists by 
Judith R. Blau: "The tentative conclusion is that the most creative contributions 
tend to be made by young physicists, not as the result of any special quality of 
young minds, but as the product of the social structure and the progress of a para- 
digmatic discipline." (ACL). t883 -- 
DURBIN PAUL T editor 1978 Research in PHILOSOPHY & TECHNOLOGY, an annual compila- 
tion of research. Vol. 1. Greenwich, Connecticut (JAI Press). 390 p. Collection 
of papers and critical bibliography in the philosophy of technology, 1972-1974. The 
bibliography, as it is updated, is intended to become the definitive one in the field 
(ACL). #884 -* 
BOX JOAN FISHER 1978 R.A. Fisher, the life of a scientist. New York (Wiley), 
512 p. An account of the geneticist, Sir RONALD A. FISHER's life (1890-1962) and 
work by his daughter. "Without mathematical elaboration" it includes his contribu- 
tions to STATISTICS and SCIENTIFIC INFERENCE, as well as his role in the founding 
of BIOMETRICS. Bibliography of his publications. Photographs. (ACL). #885. 
BILlNSKI BRONISCAW 1977 Prolegomena alle Vite dei mathematici di BERNARDINO BALD1 
11587-1596). manoscritti Rosminiani-Celli enlbani-Boncomuaeni. [Accademia 
Polacca delle Scienze/Biblioteca e Centro ii Studi a Roma, Conferenie e Studi Fast. 
71). Wroclaw (Zaklad Narodowy im. Ossoli&kich Wydawnictwo Polskiej Akademii Nauk). 
131 p. A history and analysis of a manuscript of Baldi's Lives of the Mathematicians 
Includes index to the occurrence of some 200 names and photographic reproduction of 
11 pages of the manuscript. (ACL). #886 -* 
AL-lJQLIDISI.AHMAD IBN IBRAHIM 8 SAIDAN A S 1978 The Arithmetic of Al-Uqlidisi: 
The story of HINDU-ARABIC ARITHMETIC as told in Kitzb al-Fuss fi al-Hi&b al-Hindi 
bv Abii al-Hasan Ahmad ibn Ibrati al-Ualidisiwritten z Damascus z thee; 341 
(A.D. 952/3). 
L- 
Translated and annotated by A.S. Saidan from the unique copy. ms. 
802 at Yeni Cami Library, Istanbul, written in the year 582 (A.D. 1186). Dordrecht/ 
Holland (D. Reidel). 492 p. A translation with historical introduction of the 
earliest extant Arabic work of Hindi arithmetic. (ACL). #887 -* 
WASCHKIES HANS-JOACHIM 1977 Von Eudoxos au Aristoteles, Das Fortwirken der Eudox- 
ischen Proportionentheorie in der Aristotelischen Lehre vom Kontinuum. Amsterdam 
(B. R. Gruner). 454 p. (Studien zur Antiken Philosophie, Bd. 8). "From EUDOXUS to 
ARISTOTLE: the influence of the Eudoxan theory of PROPORTIONS in the Aristotelian 
theory of the CONTINUUM." ELEATIC SCHOOL. PLATO. ANAXAGORAS. (ACL). #888. 
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DUGAC PIERRE 1978 Sur la th&xie des series au XIXe siscle. Paris (Centre National 
de la Recherche Scientifique, Centre de Documentation Sciences Humaines). 34 p. 
(Cahiers d'histoire et de philosophie des sciences, 6). Based on a university course 
in history of mathematics on the theory of SERIES in the 19th century, the work 
includes exercises and a bibliography. (ACL). #889 -. 
MOSER JCRGEN 1978 Is the solar system stable? Mathematical Intelligencer 1,65-71. 
Contains a historical sketch of STABILITY THEORY, including the,recently discovered 
role of WEIERSTRASS and the contributions of DIRICHLET, POINCARE, SIEGAL, KOLMOGOROV, 
ARNOLD, and MOSER. (David E. Zitarelli). #890. 
BERS LIPMAN 1978 Obituary I.M. VEKUA (1907-1977). Mathematical Intelligencer 
1,83. ELASTICITY. (David E. Zitarelli). #891. 
kNORR W 1978 ARCHIMEDES' lost treatise on the centers of gravity of solids. Math- 
ematical Intelligencer l,lO?-109. Some conjectures about the nature of the lost work 
Equilibria, including reconstructions of the proofs of two results. 
(David E. Zitarelli). #892 _ 
ROSMAN MAXINE MARTHA 1976 An approach to geometry via transformations as derived . 
from the axioms of GIUSEPPE PEANO. 306 p. Doctoral thesis at New York University 
supervised by Professor William Zlot. A study of the circumstances, biographical 
and historical, which may have led to the relative obscurity of two articles in 
geometry by Peano. Dissertation Abstracts 37, 4511-B Order No. 77-5331. 
(S. M. Eisenberg). 11893. 
RICKEY V. FREDERICK 1972 An annotated LESNIEWSKI bibliography (preliminary version). 
Bowling Green, Ohio (Dept. of Math., Bowling Green State University). 39 p. Mimeo- 
graphed. (ACL). #894. 
RICKEY V. FREDERICK 1976 An annotated LESNIEWSKI bibliography (Supplement I). 
Bowling Green, Ohio (Dept. of Math., Bowling Green State University). 83 p. Mimeo- 
graphed. (ACL). #895. 
RICHTER MAURICE LEONARD 1976 INTUITIONISM in mathematics: A culturological approach. 
270 p. Doctoral thesis at New York University under the supervision of Professor 
Stephen S. Willoughby. Examines the historical and philosophical background of 
intuitionism mathematics. L.E.J. BROUWER. Dissertation Abstracts 38, 731-B. Order 
No. 77-16,444. (S. M. Eisenberg). 11896. 
DRAKE REUBEN CARBERT 1976 A developmental study of IDEAL THEORY. 469 p. Doctoral 
thesis at the American University. Traces the development of the theory from its dual 
beginnings in algebraic number theory (FERMAT'S LAST THEORt%) and algebraic geometry 
(certain polynomial rings). E. KUMMER. J.W.R. DEDEKIND. L. KRONECKER. Dissertation 
Abstracts 37, 797-B. Order No. 76-18,862. (S. M. Eisenberg). ff897. 
MC GREW JOHN MICHAEL 1976 The origins of connectedness IM KLEINEN. 159 p. A 
history of the work leading to the HAHN-MAZURKIEWICZ theorem. Dissertation Abstracts 
37, 801-B. Order No. 76-18,653. (S. M. Eisenberg). #898. 
CRAIG ROBERT T 1975 A history of FINITE GROUP THEORY in the United States: 1888- 
1916. 170 p. Doctoral thesis at Yeshiva University. Extensive bibliography. 
Dissertation Abstracts 36, 5621-B. Order No. 76-10,321. (S. M. Eisenberg). #899. 
HOPKINS CLYDE L JR 1976 A discussion of some consequences of contemporary mathematics 
for philosophy: A historical approach. 288 p. Doctoral thesis at the Pennsylvania 
State University. Includes historical origins of contemporary pure mathematics in 
the late 19th century. P. BERNAYS. K. GijDEL. Dissertation Abstracts 37, 5129-B. 
Order No. 77-8886. (S. M. Eisenberg). #900. 
HAYSLETT HOMER THORNTON .JR 1976 The MARTINGALE CONVERGENCE THEOREM: A historical 
survey of its proofs. 91 p. Doctoral thesis at Dartmouth College. PROBABILITY 
theory. Proofs by .I. L. DOOB and J. L. SNELL. Dissertation Abstracts 36, 5624-B. 
Order No. 76-11,125. (S. M. Eisenberg). #901. 
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CRAIG C C 1978 HARRY C. CARVER, 1890-1977. Annals of Statistics 6, l-4. OBITUARY. 
Founding editor of the Annals of Mathematical Statistics, 1930. (Wanzer Drane). #902. 
BIRKHOFF GARRETT 1978 untitled Mathematical Intelligencer 1,93-96. Acceptance 
speech upon receiving the Birkhoff PRIZE in APPLIED MATHEMATICS, noting his contri- 
butions from ALGEBRA. PHOTOGRAPHS. (David E. Zitarelli). #903. 
ANON 1978 Mathematical Intelligencer 1, 121. Photo of F. E. PRYM and G. R. ROST. 
Prjhn did not invent snaps. (David E. Zitarelli). #904. 
MORENO CARLOS 1978 Review of Elliptic functions and transcendence by David Masser. -. 
Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 84, 456-461. The review contains a brief history of trans- 
cendental numbers, from 1873 to 1975. (D. E. Kullman). ff90.5. 
MC CRIMMON KEVIN 1978 Jordan algebras and their applications. Bull. Amer. Math. 
Sot. 84, 612-627. Historical survey of JORDAN ALGEBRAS, from their beginnings in 
1933, including applications to PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY and LIE ALGEBRAS. 
(D. E. Kullman). #906. 
SIU YUM-TONG 1978 Pseudoconvexity and the problems of Levi. Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 
84, 481-512. A survey of developments related to domains of HOLOMORPHY in the theory 
of functions of SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLES. STEIN MANIFOLDS, STEIN OPEN SUBSETS, and 
the SERRE PROBLEM are traced from their historical roots in the LEVI PROBLa up to 
the present. (D. E. Kullman). #907. 
GRUNBAUM BRANKO & SHEPHARD GEOFFREY C 1977 TILINGS by regular polygons. Math. 
Mag. 50, 227-247. (Correction in vol. 51, 205206.) A survey and history of 
TESSELLATIONS of the plane from Kepler to the present, including recent results and 
unsolved problems. BIBLIOGRAPHY. (D. E. Kullman). #908. 
CHANDRASEKHAR S & SWERDLOW N 1978 R eview of A history of ancient mathematical 
astronomy by 0. Neugebauer. 
---- 
Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 84, 428-444. BOOK REVIEWS. 
BABYLONIAN AND GREEK ASTRONOMY. This review examines the Babylonian and Greek methods 
for finding the true velocity of the MOON and the length of the SYNODIC MONTH. It 
also explores the relationship of modern astronomy to that of antiquity. 
(D. E. Kullman). #909. 
MAZUR BARRY 1971 Review of Ernst Edward Kummer collected papers (edited by 
Andre Weil). 
- ___ -J 
Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 83. 976-988. The review is itself a summarv of 
the main contributions of E. E. KUMMER to the areas of IDEAL COMPLEX NUMBERS, con- 
gruences of pcADIC INTEGERS, FERMAT'S LAST THEOREM, and higher RECIPROCITY laws. 
(D. E. Kullman). #QlO. 
SCHATTSCHNEIDER DORIS 1978 TILING the plane with congruent pentagons. Math. Mag. 
51, 29-44. A survey and history of attempts to determine all TESSELLATIONS of the 
plane by convex pentagons. The general problem is still unsolved. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
(D. E. Kullman). #Qll. 
BERNDT BRUCE C 1978 Ramanujan's notebooks. Math. Mag. 51, 147-164. S. RAMANUJAN, 
BIOGRAPHY, BIBLIOGRAPHY. SERIES. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS. NUMBER THEORY. History and 
general content of Ramanujan's notebooks, with detailed descriptions of a number of 
the more fascinating entries. 
Ramanujan's PORTRAIT. 
Journal cover depicts Indian postage stamp bearing 
(D. E. Kullman). #912. 
SHRADER-FRECHETTE MAURICE 1978 COMPLEMENTARY RATIONAL NUMBERS. Math. Msg. 51, 
90-98. A survey and history of some interesting patterns of digits found in REPEATING 
DECIMALS. (D. E. Kullman). #913. 
ANON 1976 EDWARD MARCZEWSKI. Colloquium Mathematicum(Warsaw) 36 (1). PORTRAIT, 
AUTOGRAPH, and 2 inserted pages. OBITUARY in French. E MARCZEWSKI was founder and 
editor of the journal. (L. F. Meyers). #914. 
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STOLLER G S 1976 Three problems of S. M. ULAM with solutions and eeneralizations. 
Colloquium Mathematicum (ivarsaw) 36, 43-48. PEANO mappings. Produrt isomorphisms. 
Point transformations on infinite series. From ULAM's book "A collection of math- 
ematical problems". (L. F. MEYERS). #915. 
DEMONSTRATIO MATHEMATICA (WARSAW) 1973, 6. Dedicated to GOCAB S on his 70th birthday. 
PORTRAIT. AUTOGRAPH. Articles relevant to HM are listed below. 
(L. F. Meyers). #916. 
$OPUSZANSKA H & TRAJDOS T 1973 Professor Stanislaw GOEAB-scientist and teacher. 
Demonstratio Mathematics 6, 9-18. KRAKOW. (L. F. Meyers). #917. 
KUCHARZEWSKI M 1973 Scientific achievements of Professor Stanislaw GOtAB in the 
domain of GEOMETRY. Demonstratio Mathematics 6, 19-38. GEOMETRICAL OBJECTS. 
DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY. RIEMANN, MINKOWSKI, and FINSLER spaces. METRIC SPACES. 
(L. F. Meyers). #918. 
KUCZMA M 1973 Activity of Professor Stanislaw GOgAB in the theory of FUNCTIONAL 
EQUATIONS. Demonstratio Mathematics 6, 39-44. (L. F. Meyers). #919. 
BODZIONY J 1973 Activity of Professor Star&law GO$AB in the field of APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS. Demonstratio Mathematics 6, 45-49. MINING. GEODESY. Theory of GRAINS 
(small size particles). (L. F. Meyers). #920. 
TRAJDOS T editor 1973 BIBLIOGRAPHY of Professor Stanislaw GOEAB. Demonstratio 
Mathematics 6, 51-70. About 250 items. (L. F. Meyers). #921. 
OTTO E & STRASZEWICZ S 1974 The addresses delivered at Technical University of 
Warsaw on the 19 January 1974 during the ceremony of conferring the dignity of doctor 
honoris causa upon emeritus ordinary Professor dr Stefan STRASZEWICZ. Demonstratio 
Mathematics 7, 279-286. PORTRAIT. AUTOGRAPH. SET THEORY. TOPOLOGY. Elementary and 
secondary EDUCATION. Polish Mathematical OLYMPIAD. First doctorate in 1914, second 
60 years later. (L. F. Meyers). #922. 
ANON 1975 Andrzej MOSTOWSKI Fundamenta Mathematicae 90, pages inserted at the 
beginning of no. 1. OBITUARY in French. PORTRAIT. AUTOGRAPH. (L. F. Meyers). #923. 
ANON 1977 Edward MARCZEWSKI Fundamenta Mathematicae 95, pages inserted at the 
beginning of no. 1. OBITUARY in French, PORTRAIT. AUTOGRAPH. (L. F. Meyers). #924. 
MIsiK L 1976 Fiftieth birthday of Professor Tibor ZALiT. Mathematics Slovaca 26, 
159. In Slovak. Metric NUMBER THEORY. REAL FUNCTION theory. (L. F. Meyers). #925. 
Pl?HOVSK? F 1976 Seventieth birthday of Professor Josef KOROUS. Mathematics 
Slovaca 26, 361-363. In Slovak. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS. BIBLIOGRAPHY of 23 items. 
(L. F. Meyers). #926. 
SEDA V 1976 Fiftieth birthday of Professor Michael GREGUS. Mathematics Slovaca 26, 
364. In Slovak. LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. (L. F. Meyers). #927. 
BOSiK 1976 Fiftieth birthday of Docent Jan BADIDA. Mathematics Slovaca 26, 365. 
In Slovak. ALGEBRA. (L. F. Meyers). #928. 
BOSAK 1976 Fiftieth birthday of Docent Ernest JUCOVIE. Mathematics Slovaca 26, 
366. In Slovak. COMBINATORICS. (L. F. Meyers). f929. 
HANUSKA A & NGMETHY A 1977 Fiftieth birthday of Professor Jozef BRILLA. Mathematics 
Slovaca 27, 93. In Slovak. APPLIED MATHEMATICS. (L. F. Meyers). #930. 
?IgMiR J 1977 Seventieth birthday of Docent Milif SYPTiK. Mathematics Slovaca 27, 
205-206. In Slovak. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY. BIBLIOGRAPHY of 8 items. 
(L. F. kyers). #931. 
ANON 1977 OBITUARY: John Laviers LLOYD. Math. Gaz. 61, 284. Treasurer of the (UK) 
MATH ASSOC. (L. F. Meyers). #932. 
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ANON 1978 OBITUARY: John Edensor LITTLEWOOD. Math. Gaz. 62, 41-42. 
(L. F. Meyers). #933. 
RASIOWA H 1977 In memory of Andrzej MOSTOWSKI. Studia Logica 36, 1-3. OBITUARY. 
LOGIC. (L. F. Meyers). #934. 
MAREK W 1977 BIBLIOGRAPHY of Andrzej MOSTOWSKI's works. Studia Logica 36, 3-8. 
118 items. (L. F. Meyers). u935. 
KORDOS M & MOSZYl?SKA M & SZCZERBA L W 1977 Wanda SZMIELEW, 1918-1976. Studia 
Logica 36, 241-244. English translation by SdLSKA J of Polish OBITUARY in 
Wiadomojci Matematyczne 21. FOUNDATIONS of mathematics. AXIOMATICS of GEOMETRY. 
PASCH's AXIOM. Student of TARSKI A at Berkeley. BIBLIOGRAPHY of 26 items. 
(L. F. Meyers). $936. 
SURMA S J editor 1977 Proceedings of XXII CONFERENCE on the HISTORY OF LOGIC. 
Studia Logica 36, no. 4. Special issue on LESNIEWSKI's systems. Conference on 
Star&Jaw LESNIEWSKI's achievement, Cracow, July 5-9, 1976. List of papers pre- 
sented is on pp. 247-248. The individual papers are listed below. 
(L. F. Meyers). f937. 
ASENJO F G 1977 LEiNIEWSKI's work and NONCLASSICAL SET THEORY. Studia Logica 36, 
249-255. What does LESNIEWSKI S mean by a "part"? (L. F. Meyers). #938. 
CRESSWELL M J 1977 Categorial languages. Studia Logica 36, 257-269. Similarity 
of LESNIEWSKI's categories to phrase structure languages in LINGUISTICS. 
(L. F. Meyers). #939. 
HIi H 1977 Descriptions in RUSSELL's theory and in ONTOLOGY. 
271-283. Comparison of RUSSELL's and LESNIEWSKI's logics. 
Studia Logica 36, 
(L. F. Meyers). #940. 
ISHIMOTO A 1977 A propositional fragment of LEgNIEWSKI's ONTOLOGY. Studia Logica 
36, 285-299. Relation to RUSSELL's theory. (L. F. Meyers). #941. 
KIELKOPF C F 1977 Quantifiers in ONTOLOGY. Studia Logica 36, 301-307. 
(L. F. Meyers). #942. 
KING G 1977 The meaning of the quantifiers in the LOGIC of LEZNIEWSKI. Studia 
Logica 36, 309-322. (L. F. Meyers). #943. 
LEJEWSKI C 1977 Systems of LEiNIEWSKI's ONTOLOGY with the functor of weak inclusion 
as the only primitive term. Studia Logica 36, 323-349. (L. F. Meyers). #944. 
LORENZ K 1977 On the relation between the partition of a whole into parts and the 
attribution of properties to an object. Studia Logica 36, 351-362. LE?NIEWSKI's 
epsilon relation. (L. F. Meyers). f945. 
PR4KEL J M 1977 Some preliminary suggestions for the mirroring of non-metaphysical 
modalities in LESNIEWSKI's ONTOLOGY. Studia Logica 36, 363-376. 
(L. F. Meyers). #946. 
SUSZKO R 1977 The FREGEan axiom and Polish mathematical LOGIC in the 1920s. Studia 
Logica 36, 377-380. ,LUKASIEWICZ J and many-valued logics. (L. F. Meyers). #947. 
WOODS J & WALTON D 1977 Composition and division. Studia Logica 36, 381-406. 
FALLACIES in LOGIC. (L. F. Meyers). #948. 
RICKEY V F 1977 A survey of LESNIEWSKI's LOGIC. Studia Logica 36, 407-426. Intro- 
duction to PROTOTHETIC, ONTOLOGY, and MEREOLOGY. (L. F. Meyers). #949. 
LARSEN R 1974 VIBRATING STRINGS, FOURIER SERIES, and some aspects of mathematical 
ANALYSIS. Nordisk Matematisk Tidskrift 22, 85-102. A clearly written introductory 
article on the history and development of the FUNCTION CONCEPT, the relation between 
POINTWISE CONVERGENCE and UNIFORM CONVERGENCE, the problem of convergence of FOURIER 
SERIES and TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES, and the relation of the LEBESGUE INTEGRAL to term- 
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>y-term INTEGRATION OF SERIES. D'ALEMBERT J. EULER L. BERNOULLI J. BERNOULLI D. 
FOURIER J B J. CAUCHY A L. DIRICHLET P L. RIEMANN B. LEBESGUE H. 
(L. F. Meyers). #95C 
